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Various principles of proof have been proposed to reason about fairness. This 
paper addresses-for the first time-the question in what formalism such fairness 
arguments can be couched. To wit: we prove that Parks monotone first-order 
p-calculus, augmented with constants for all recursive ordinals can serve as an 
assertion-language for proving fair termination of do-loops. In particular, the 
weakest precondition for fair termination of a loop w.r.t. some postcondition is 
definable in it. The relevance of this result to proving eventualities in the temporal 
logic formalism of Manna and Pnuelis (in “Foundations of Computer Science IV, 
Part 2,” Math. Centre Tracts, Vol. 159, Math. Centrum, Amsterdam, 1983) is 
discussed. ‘I: 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. MOTIVATION 
Fairness is the defining property of good schedulers. The very notion of 
fairness presumes some kind of (metaphorical) competition for some 
shared resource(s). This competition is settled by arbitration, resulting in 
synchronization of competitor and resource. One speaks of a fair schedul- 
ing mechanism when this arbitration meets certain standards. Roughly, a 
scheduling discipline for a set of processes is called fair, whenever, inside a 
process, one or more (constituent) agents are “sufficiently often” allowed to 
compete for some shared resource, one of these agents is eventually 
scheduled for synchronization with that resource. Different notions of 
fairness can be distinguished according to their specification of what 
“sufficiently often” means, of their identification of resources, and of sets 
of agents inside processes, and of when these agents are considered to 
compete. 
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The present paper concentrates on that notion of fairness, which 
prescribes that “an action which is infinitely often enabled is eventually 
taken.” Here, sufficiently often is interpreted as infinitely often; the set of 
agents are singleton sets; the actions are guarded statements of guarded 
commands; an action is enabled (allowed to compete) whenever its guard 
evaluates to true; and whenever in a guarded selection all guards evaluate 
to false this selection is considered to be waiting, i.e., repeated execution 
results in (re-)evaluation of its guards (and possibly, in execution of a com- 
mand guarded by a true guard), and not in failure upon its first execution 
as in sequential programming (Manna and Pnueli, 1983). 
This notion of fairness is linked with the interleaving model of con- 
currency to remedy the following deficiency. Since the only requirement in 
the interleaving model is a syntactic one, namely, that actions from every 
process continue to be nondeterministically interleaved (sequentialized) as 
long as that process has not terminated, this requirement is also fulfilled for 
an interleaving which systematically selects re-evaluation of the guards of 
a waiting guarded selection when these happen to be false and which never 
selects execution of that selection when these guards have become true (due 
to some interleaved action of another process). 
That is, in the interleaving model for concurrency, guards may be 
systematically selected for evaluation at the wrong moments. Now this 
behaviour does not occur in case every process has its own active processor 
(which notices when guards evaluate to true). Thus, the nondeterministi- 
tally interleaved sequential execution of processes need not necessarily lead 
to the same result as the concurrent execution of those processes on 
separate processors. Yet we want to maintain the interleaving model of 
concurrency as our model for the concurrent execution of processes since 
this is the only model upon which successful verification theories have been 
built (other models for reasoning about correctness properties of con- 
current processes are always obtained from this model by introducing 
equivalence relations and congruences). In this we succeed by imposing as 
an extra requirement the fairness requirement above. 
Next, nearing the focus of this paper, the interaction between fairness 
and the interleaving model must be examined. 
How Does One Deduce Properties in the Resulting Model? 
The properties of interest always contain eventualities which are enforced 
by the assumption of fairness. Pure invariances, i.e., properties which are 
invariant during execution, are not influenced by postulating fairness as an 
extra requirement and can be derived using more traditional methods. 
The state of art offers the following picture: Let $ denote some state for- 
mula, i.e., II/ is a direct property of program states not requiring temporal 
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operators such as 0 for its expression. To establish that for a concurrent 
program II/ eventually holds, the following strategy is taken: 
(1) Amongst the concurrent processes a distinction is made between 
those processes-in Manna and Pnueli’s (1983) terminology dubbed helpful 
processes-whose execution brings satisfaction of $ always nearer, and 
those processes that do not do so, i.e., whose execution possibly does not 
bring satisfaction of $ any nearer, called steady (or unhelpful) processes. 
(2) It must be proved that systematically avoiding execution of any 
helpful process either leads to an interleaving of steady processes which 
does not satisfy fairness, i.e., is unfair, since infinitely often a helpful process 
is enabled but not taken, or, due to some nondeterministic choice of a 
steady process in the interleaving, does bring satisfaction of $ eventually 
nearer or even establishes $. 
Essential here is that upon closer inspection part (2) above requires 
application of the same strategy to a syntactically simpler program: just 
remove the helpful processes from the original program and prove that 
eventually one of the following holds: +, getting nearer to rl/ or, a helpful 
process is enabled. 
As a preparation for a technical formulation of this strategy, we first 
introduce a number of auxiliary notions (Manna and Pnueli, 1983). Let 
P= P, 11 ...[I P, be some program with n > 1. 
Assume that both 4 and 4’ are state formulae. 
-For i satisfying 1 < i < n, we say that Pi leads from 4 to 4’ when 
every state transition in Pi establishes 4 provided 4 is satisfied first. 
-We say that P leads from C$ to 4’ when for all i, 1 6 i < n, Pi leads 
from 4 to 4’. 
A technical formulation of the above-mentioned strategy requires the 
introduction of well-founded sets and looks as follows (Manna and Pnueli, 
1983): 
THE WELL-FOUNDED LIVENESS PRINCIPLE WELL. Let m=(A, d)be a 
well-founded ordered structure. Let #(cI) be a parametrized state formula 
over A, where c1 intuitively expresses how far establishing $ is. Let h: A + 
{ 1, . . . . n} be a helpfulness function identifying for each c( E A the helpful 
process Phcal for states satisfying &(a). 
(A) tP leads from &a) to [I,+ v (38 < CI .4(p))] 
(B) i-f’,,,, leads from 4(a) to [$ v (3fi < CL. b(B))] 
(Cl l-d(a) 3 0 C$ v (3 <a .4(P)) v EnabWPhdl 
t(3a .4(a)) = O$. 
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The soundness proof of this rule requires induction over well-founded 
sets. 
Conversely, given the fact that Vtj is valid, (naive) set theory is used to 
argue the existence of the required auxiliary quantities, i.e., the well-foun- 
ded ordered structure 9.4, the ranking predicate &a), and the helpfulness 
function h, which satisfy clauses (A), (B), (C), so that for each such $, 
WELL can always be applied. This proves that WELL is’ semantically 
complete. 
Manna and Pnueli (1983) even prove that, for certain classes of for- 
mulae, their temporal logic formalism is complete relative to the set of tem- 
poral formulae valid in the given domain interpretation. Typically, their 
proof shows that the reasoning about temporal assertions concerning the 
execution sequences of programs can be reduced to the reasoning about 
assertions concerning the states of programs, the so-called state properties. 
Now we are ready to ask the one question this paper is about: How do 
these results help us if we are sure that Vti holds and want to apply the 
rule above to verify 041/? The answer is: not much. 
Questions such as: 
-How does one obtain the appropriate well-founded ordered 
structure (JJZ? 
-How does one express, and reason about, the helpfulness function h 
and the ranking predicate #(a)? 
-In general, which assertion-language should be used to establish 
hypotheses (A), (B), (C) of WELL? 
are not answered by the above results, since the reasoning about state 
properties is not formalized in Manna and Pnueli (1983). 
The present paper suggests a direction to answer these questions, by con- 
centrating on these problems as they occur when proving termination of 
do-loops under the above fairness assumptions, i.e., fair termination of 
do-loops. That this does not lead to oversimplification follows from the fact 
that the same auxiliary quantities, with comparable objectives, occur in the 
rule whose expression and use we shall investigate (Griimberg, Francez, 
Makowsky, and de Roever, 198 1). 
THE WELL-FOUNDED LIVENESS PRINCIPLE FOR LOOPS-ORNA'S 
RULE. Let 9Jl= (IV, < ) be a well-founded structure. Let 7~: I+‘-+ 
(States + {true, false}) be a predicate, and q be a state predicate. Let for 
w  E W, with w  not minimal (denoted by 0 < w), be given pairwise disjoint 
sets D, and St,,,, such that D, # 0 and D, u St,,, = { 1, . . . . n): 
(a) k[rc(w) A w>O A bj]Si[3u<w.7c(u)], for alljED, 
(b) ~[x(w) A w>O A bj] Sj[3~<w.~(~)], for alljESt,,, 
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tc) k-Cntw) * w>“l* Cnr~Str bi A AjsD,. lbjhsil [true1 
(d) l-r 3 (30, n(c)) 
t-(n(w) A w>O)~Vv:=, 6, 
140) = ((A:=, lb;) A q) 
t-Crl* En:=, bj-tS,ICsl. 
Note, when comparing Orna’s rule with WELL, that the commands S, 
act as state transitions. Since in Orna’s rule the assignment w  + (D,,, St,.) 
for w  > 0 merely generalizes WELL’s notion of helpfulness function, the 
same kind of auxiliary quantities are required to apply both rules. 
This paper proves that to express and reason about !IJI, 71, and the 
assignment w  + (D,, St,) for w>O and w  E IV, a slight extension is 
required of the formalism used to prove termination of recursive proce- 
dures, Park’s p-calculus (Hitchcock and Park, 1973; Park, 1969). 
Finally we note that, historically, two rules have been formulated to 
prove fair termination of nondeterministic programs: Orna’s rule (Griim- 
berg et al., 1981) and the LPS-rule (Lehmann et al., 1981). Both these rules 
model, each in their own way, a specific intuition related to the notion of 
eventuality implied by fairness assumptions. For fairly terminating loops 
they have been proved to be equivalent (Griimberg et al., 1981), but the 
LPS-rule also applies to proving fair termination of concurrent processes. 
This article is organized as follows: Section 1 contains the motivation for 
this paper; Section 2 specifies the programming language used in this 
paper. In this programming language, we restrict ourselves to sequences of 
assignments and to commands in which nested repetitions are not allowed. 
Section 3 discusses various semantics for this programming language. In 
Sections 4 and 5 the proof system and the assertion-language, i.e., the 
monotone p-calculus, are dealt with. A term in the assertion-language, 
which expresses fair termination of a repetition is constructed in Section 6. 
Completeness and soundness of the proof system are proved in Sections 7 
and 8. In Section 9 we drop the restriction that we imposed w.r.t. the 
nesting of repetitions and outline how to deal with the more general case 
in which nested repetitions are allowed as commands. Finally Section 10 
contains the conclusion. 
2. THE LANGUAGE OF GUARDED COMMANDS 
In this section we describe the syntax of the programming language used 
throughout this paper. In the next section various semantics for this 
language are defined. 
The syntax is specified below using the standard BNF-notation (braces 
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enclose a repeated item, that may occur zero or more times). We do not 
specify the structure of variables and (boolean) expressions. Expressions 
are assumed to be terms in an underlying signature containing constant, 
function, and predicate symbols. We shall only use simple variables in the 
remainder of this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Syntax of the programming language). Start with some 
signature. The language of guarded commands, LGC, is defined by: 
(command ) ::= (repetition) 1 (simple command). 
(simple command ) ::= (assignment ) 1 
(simple command ); (simple command ). 
(assignment ) ::= (variable ) := (expression ). 
(repetition) ::= *[ { 0 (selection)}]. 
(selection) ::= (guard) + (simple command). 
(guard) ::= “a quantifier-free (boolean) expression.” 
We identify * [ ] with the assignment x := x (skip). In the remainder of 
this paper, we shall often abbreviate *[ 06, + S, 0 . . . q b, -+ S,] to 
*[cl:=, bi+Si]. 
The main differences between the language as described above and that 
of Dijkstra’s are that, in our language, guarded selections are not allowed 
as commands and that in a repetition *[Cl ;= r bi + S,], the Si never 
contain repetitions (i = 1, . . . . n). In Section 9, it is shown how to deal with 
fairness issues when the latter restriction is dropped. 
In the sequel we also need the notion of a direction of a repetition 
*[Oy=, b;-+S,] with n> 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Directions of repetition). Let S = * [ q I= I bi + SJ be a 
repetition with n 3 1. For i= 1, . . . . n, b,; Si is called the ith direction of S. 
3. SEMANTICS 
In this section we define four semantics for the language of Section 2. 
Two of them are defined without consideration of fairness constraints. The 
other ones are defined when such fairness constraints are imposed. The first 
semantics fitting for partial correctness is defined using relations, since non- 
determinism is involved. To reason about (nondeterministic) termination, 
we introduce the notions of an execution sequence of a repetition and of 
nondeterministic divergence of a repetition. Then the partial correctness 
semantics is extended to fit for total correctness. 
Thereafter, we discuss two important fairness constraints, viz., strong 
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fairness and unconditional fairness. These constraints lead to the notions of 
a strongly fair or unconditionally fair execution sequence of a repetition, of 
strongly fair or unconditionally fair divergence of a repetition from some 
state 5, and of strongly fair or unconditionally fair termination of 
repetition. 
The relation between nondeterministic termination, strongly fair ter- 
mination, and unconditionally fair termination of a repetition is discussed. 
The third semantics in this section is defined taking strong fairness into 
account; the fourth one takes unconditional fairness into account. 
3.1. Preliminaries 
Before defining the various semantics for the language of Section 2, we 
first recapitulate a number of basic notions. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1 (First-order structure). A first-order structure ‘9JI 
consists of 
(a) a non-empty set, also referred to as a domain, denoted by /ml, 
(b) a set of n-ary function symbols and a set of n-ary predicate sym- 
bols (n > 0), such that for each n-ary function symbol (resp. predicate 
symbol) there corresponds a n-ary function (resp. predicate) over 19X1, and 
(c) a set of constant symbols, corresponding to elements of ImIJzI. 
We assume the equality symbol “ = ” to be present as a binary predicate 
symbol, corresponding to the standard equality over ‘9.X 
In the remainder of this section we assume that !JJI is some first-order 
structure, which contains all symbols that may appear in a program 
SE LGC. We adopt the convention to denote LGC by LGC(9JI) in such a 
case. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2 (State, enabledness, disabledness, state variant). 
(a) A state is a function from the collection of all program variables 
to the domain of interpretation. 5, li, t’, etc. are used to denote states. The 
set of all states is denoted by States. The value of the expression e in state 
5 is denoted by 5(e). (We assume that the r(e) is always defined!) 
(b) If a guard b evaluates to true in state t, i.e., t(b) holds, we say 
that b is enabled in state 5; otherwise, b is disabled in r. 
(c) For a state 5, a variable x, and an expression e, the state variant 
<{e/x} is defined as usual: c{e/x}(x)= t(e), and S{e/x}(y)= t(v) if x & y. 
Next, we introduce the operator “0” denoting composition of relations. 
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DEFINITION 3.1.3 (Composition of relations). Let A i, A,, and A, denote 
sets. Assume that R, c A 1 x A2 and R2 s A2 x A3 are binary relations. Then 
R, 0 Rz c A, x A, is a binary relation, too. This relation satisfies: for all 
ul~Al> ux~A3, (R, 0 Rz)(ul, a3) holds iff there exists some QE A, with 
Rl(al, 4 and RAa,, u3)- 
3.2. Partial Correctness 
We now associate with each program S the (relational) semantics 
RF’ !& States x States. Note that, due to nondeterminism, for input state 5 
and program S, there may be more than one output state or even infinitely 
many ones. If S nowhere terminates when started in < (in the semantics 
under discussion) there will be no output state, i.e., the set of output states 
is empty. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1 (Partial correctness semantics). 
(a) SEX:=~:R~‘~={(S,~{~/X))~~ astate). 
(b) SE S,; Sz, for simple commands S, and S,: Ry = RF’0 Ry. 
(c) SE *[ 0 ;= 1 6, + S,], for n 2 1 and simple command Si, 
i= 1 3 . . . . n: Let R,= {(C, Olt a state satisfying B} for boolean expressions 
B and let b denote the formula V;= 1 bi. Define Rs = lJ?= ,( Rb,o Rrt). Then 
R~“=(UP”=,R$)oR,,, where Ri denotes the i-fold composition of the 
relation Rs with itself. 
Observe that for repetitions S = *[ 0 r= 1 bi -+ S,], Ry contains the 
pairs (5, l) for 5 satisfying 5 k Al= r lbi. This means that S 
“immediately” terminates if S is executed in an initial state in which none 
of the guards is enabled. 
DEFINITION 3.2.2 ([p] S[q],,,,). Let p and q denote assertions in an 
assertion-language containing all program variables, terms, and boolean 
expressions over YJI. Let SE LGC(%II). Then we define YJI k [p] S[qlpart iff 
9JI k V,t, t’[ (p(t) A R6”(5, 5’)) 3 q(t’)] (partial correctness). I.e., ‘$JI k 
CPI SCdpart holds iff “for all input states r satisfying p the following holds: 
if S terminates when started in 5, then the output state satisfies q.” 
3.3. Total Correctness 
Next, to reason about termination, we add to the set of states a special 
state I, standing for divergence. As usual, the state variant I {e/x> is 
defined to be 1. For an assertion p, p(l) is defined to be false, i.e., p never 
holds in 1. In the sequel we assume I to be present in States. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1 (Total correctness semantics, execution sequences of 
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repetitions, nondeterministic divergence of a repetition from a 
state). Define the relation Rk, for SE LGC(LIJZ) as follows: 
(a) R’s = Ry” u {(I, I)}, if S=x :=e. 
(b) Ri = (Rk, 0 Ri?)), if S = S, ; S2 and both S, and S, are simple. To 
define Rk for repetitions S, the notion of an execution sequence of S is 
introduced: 
(c) an execution sequence of a repetition S= *[ 0 ;= i bi -+ S,], n > 1, 
is a maximal sequence of states &, +‘O 5, +‘I r2, such that (Rbk 0 Ri*) 
(tj, tj+ ,) holds for all j, k satisfying j>O and k = i, with 1 <k< n. The 
sequence is considered to be maximal if it cannot be extended, i.e., it is 
either infinite or ends with some state tk satisfying A;= I 1 bi. 
(d) We say that a repetition S can diverge nondeterministically from 
t if there exists an infinite execution sequence of S starting in t. 
(e) For SE *[ 0 YE i b, -+ Sj] with n > 1 and simple commands Si 
(i= 1, . . . . n), define Ri= RF” u { (4, I) 1 S can diverge nondeterministically 
from t> u {(I, 1)). 
DEFINITION 3.3.2 (Nondeterministic termination, [p] S[q],). For 
SE LGC(%R) and assertions p, q as above: 
(a) Termination of a (nondeterministic) program S is straight- 
forwardly defined as Q< # I .l R$( <, I). 
(b) !JJI I= [PI SCql, iff !JJI I= vt, YC(p(5) A Ri(L 5’)) 1 q(C)1 (total 
correctness). I.e., YJI /= [p] S[q], holds iff “S always terminates in a state 
satisfying q, provided execution of S started in a state satisfying p.” 
3.4. Strong Fairness and Unconditional Fairness 
Termination of a program S has been defined as Vt # 1. 1 Ri(& I). 
This is, however, a rather strong requirement. Consider, e.g., Dijkstra’s 
(1976) random number generator: S, E *[b -P x := x + 1 0 b + b :=false]. 
S,, need not necessarily terminate if started in a state r such that t(b) 
holds, because its execution may be governed by an extremely one-sided 
scheduler that consistently refuses to execute the second direction of S,, 
i.e., 6; b := false, in any iteration. 
Consequently, various constraints on schedulers have been proposed 
which prohibit schedulers to neglect the execution of directions under 
certain circumstances. Termination of a repetition is considered relative to 
a set of schedulers thus constrained. 
Before presenting two important constraints or fairness assumptions on 
such schedulers, viz., strong fairness and unconditional fairness (Apt et al., 
1984; Lehman et al., 1981), we first introduce the notions of enabledness 
and disabledness of directions of a repetition. 
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DEFINITION 3.4.1 (Enabledness and disabledness of directions). Let S = 
*[ 0 ;= I bj + SJ be a repetition. Assume that &, --t’O <i +i’ ... is an execu- 
tion sequence of S. For state &,, m > 0, occurring in this sequence we say 
that the ith direction of S is enabled in 5, if <,(bi) holds, where 1 d iQ n; 
otherwise the ith direction of S is disabled in t;,. 
DEFINITION 3.4.2 (Strongly fair execution sequences, strongly fair 
termination, strongly fair divergence of repetitions). 
(a) An execution sequence of a repetition S is strongly fair, either if 
it is finite or if it is infinite and every direction of S which is infinitely often 
enabled in this sequence is chosen infinitely often along the sequence. 
(b) A repetition terminates strongly fair if it admits no infinite 
strongly fair execution sequences. 
(c) A repetition diverges strongly fair from state 5 if it admits an 
infinite strongly fair execution sequence starting in 5. 
Observe that, while the above program, So, admits infinite computa- 
tions, none of them is strongly fair; i.e., So terminates strongly fair. 
In the sequel, we also need the notion of unconditional fairness, that 
does not take enabledness and disabledness of directions into account. 
DEFINITION 3.4.3 (Unconditionally fair execution sequences, uncondi- 
tionally fair termination, unconditionally fair divergence of a repetition). 
(a) An execution sequence of a repetition is unconditionally fair, 
either if it is finite or if it is infinite and every direction is chosen infinitely 
often along the sequence. 
(b) A repetition terminates unconditionally fair if it admits no 
infinite unconditionally fair execution sequences. 
(c) A repetition diverges unconditionally fair from state t if it admits 
an infinite unconditionally fair execution sequence starting in r. 
The program S1 3 *[x = 0 + x := 1 0 x = 1 + x := x] does admit 
infinite strongly fair computations, but no unconditionally fair ones. 
Other examples of unconditionally fair and strongly fair terminating 
programs can be found in Griimberg et al. (1983). We should remark here 
that some authors use a different terminology. In Lehmann et al. (1981) the 
names impartiality (resp. fair) are used instead of unconditionally fair 
(resp. strongly fair). 
The relation between nondeterministic termination, strongly fair ter- 
mination, and unconditionally fair termination of a repetition is given in 
the following: 
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THEOREM 3.4.4 (Relation between unconditionally fair, strongly fair, and 
nondeterministic termination). For each repetition S, 
(i) S terminates nondeterministically * S terminates strongly fair. 
(ii) S terminates strongly fair => S terminates unconditionally fair. 
ProoJ (i) and (ii) immediately follow from the definitions above. 
Observe that the examples above show that the implications are proper. 
We now proceed to define other semantics, taking fairness assumptions 
into account. The meaning of a command S under the assumption of 
strong fairness is given by the relation R”,E; under the assumption of 
unconditional fairness it is given by the relation R’$. 
DEFINITION 3.4.5 (Semantics under fairness assumptions). For simple 
commands S, we simply define: 
RU’= RS’= R’ 
s s s, 
and for repetitions SE *[El:= 1 bi -+ Si] with n 3 1 and simple Si, 
i = 1, ,.., n: 
RYJ’= Ryrt u { (5, 1) 1 S can diverge unconditionally fair from 5 > u 
{(Ll)> and 
R”,f=Ry’u {(t, I)jS can diverge strongly fair from <} u {(I, I)}, 
Next, termination of a program S under fairness assumptions and 
validity of [p] S[q], for SE (uf, sf) are defined. 
DEFINITION 3.4.6 (Termination under fairness assumptions, [p] S[q],r, 
and [p] S[qlUr). (a) A program S terminates strongly fair, uncondi- 
tionally fair, respectively, iff Vc # I . 1 R”,‘(t, I), Vg # I . 1 Rir( 5, I), 
respectively, hold. (Cf. Definitions 3.4.2(b) and 3.4.3( b ). ) 
(b) For s E { uf, sf}, assertions p and q, as above, and program S, we 
define 
fm k CPI sc41, i f f  %Jl F VY, ~‘[I(P(<) A %1L 5’)) 3 dC31. 
In the sequel { denotes a state other than I, unless stated otherwise. 
4. THE PROOF SYSTEM 
We use a Hoare-like proof system. The axioms and rules are as follows: 
( 1) assignment 
Cp{e/-x)1x :=+I; 
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(2 ) composition 
[PI ~ICSI, cc21 &[rl 
CPI s1; GCrl ’ 
for simple commands S, , Sz; 
(3) consequence 
P’PlT t-P,1 ~Cq1141=q 
[PI SCql ’ 
(4) Orna’s rule (see Section l), for simple commands Si (i= 1, . . . . n). 
Note that we only consider repetitions under the assumption of strong fair- 
ness. However, Orna’s rule can also be applied to ordinary terminating 
do-loops. In this case, one simply takes the sets St,, w  E W to be empty. 
We then obtain Harel’s (1979) rule for terminating loops. 
5. THE ASSERTION-LANGUAGE L 
Our assertion-language is based on the p-calculus of Hitchcock and Park 
(1973; also Park, 1969), which is appropriate both to prove termination of 
recursive parameterless procedures (see de Bakker, 1980; Hitchcock and 
Park, 1973) and to express the auxiliary quantities associated with those 
proofs. 
In this section, we first recapitulate the basic ideas on which the 
p-calculus is based and introduce some fixed point definitions that are 
needed in Sections 6 and 7. In particular, we express the domain of well- 
foundedness of a binary relation as a g-term. The term expressing the 
non-existence of infinite strongly fair execution sequences of a loop, see 
Section 6, will be a more complicated variant of that p-term. 
After introducing the assertion-language L used throughout the remain- 
der of this paper, we define validity of formulae in L. As is usual in com- 
pleteness proofs, we shall need the ability to encode finite sequences. In 
this, we base ourselves on Moschovakis (1974). 
As is argued in Apt and Plotkin (1985), fairness arguments require the 
use of recursive ordinals. For this reason we introduce the notion of an 
ordinal acceptable structure (see Definition 5.5.3). Relative to such struc- 
tures completeness will be shown in Section 7. 
5.1. Preliminaries 
The p-calculus is based on Knaster and Tarski’s theorem (Tarski, 1955). 
THEOREM 5.1.1 (Knaster-Tarski theorem). Let (A, c) be a complete 
lattice and R A + A a monotonic function; in fact a cpo suffices. Then F has 
a least jixed point, denoted by pa. [F(a)], meaning that 
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(i) F(ua . [F(u)]) = pa. [F(u)], i.e., uu. [F(a)] is a fixed point of F. 
(ii) if there exists some b E A such that F(b) = 6, then pu [F(a)] E b, 
i.e., pa. [F(a)] is the least fixed point of F. 
Using the notation as above, pa. [F(a)] is unique since the partial 
ordering c is anti-symmetric. In the sequel, we refer to property (i) 
formulated in Theorem 5.1.1 as the fixed point property. 
LEMMA 5.1.2 (Characterizations of least fixed points). There are several 
ways to regard least fixed points. Using the notation as above, first, 
(a) ~~~[F(u)]=~{xEAIF(x)=x}=~{~EAIF(x) c x}, where n 
denotes the infimum. A proof of this can be found in de Bakker (1980). 
Second, the least fixed point can be obtained by iterating F into the trans- 
finite ordinals. 
(b) Define for each ordinal 1: 
F’(x) = x, 
r’(x)=F(LkFB(x)); if ;1.#0. 
Here u denotes the supremum. Let I, denote A’s least element, which 
exists since A is a complete lattice. Then ,ua . [F(a)] = F”(I,) for some 
ordinal c(. For a proof, we refer the reader to Moshovakis (1974). Clearly, 
if ua.[F(a)]=F*(l,,) holds, then for all /?bcr, ,na.[F(a)]=FP(la) 
holds, too. 
5.2. Fixed Point Definitions 
Next, we introduce some fixed point definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.2.1 (R -+ p, R o p). Let R be a binary relation over some 
set and let p be a predicate on the same set. Define 
(i) R + p by (R + p)(x) iff Vx’ . [R(x, x’) 1 p(x’)], and its dual 
(ii) R 0 p by 1 (R + 1~). So (R 0 p)(x) holds iff 3x’ . 
CRk x’) A p(x’)l. 
Since the collection of predicates ordered by p c q iffp 3 q forms a com- 
plete lattice with false as the least element, and R + p, as well as RO p, is 
monotonic in p, up. [R + p] exists. 
THEOREM 5.2.2 (Domain of well-foundedness of a binary relation R, 
up. [R + p] ). Let R be a binary relation over some set. Then up. [R -+ p] 
describes the domain of well-foundedness of R; i.e., for all x the following is 
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satisfied: pp. [R + p](x) holds iff there exists no infinite sequence x0, xl, 
x2, . . . with x = x,, and R(xi, xi+ 1) (i > 0). 
ProoJ (*) Define z(p)= R+p. Observe that pp. [R+ p] = 
?(false) holds for some ordinal LX Consequently, it suffices to show that 
for all x: if z’(faZse)(x) holds, then there exists no infinite sequence x0, x,, 
x2, . . . with x=x0 and R(x,,x;+~) for iZ0. 
Using induction on b, we prove that for all j? 6 tl the following holds: 
tB(fa&e)(x)+ there is no infinite sequence x0, x,, x2, . . . with x=x,, and 
R(xj, xifl) (i>O) holds. 
Induction basis. B = 0: trivial. 
Induction hypothesis. Suppose that the implication holds for all A< /?. 
Induction step. For fl# 0, we have 
@(false)(x)- R + u T’(false) 
( 
(x) 
1. < p 
So zP(false)(x) implies that for all x’ such that R(x, x’) no infinite 
“descending” sequence starting in x’ exists. This follows from the induction 
hypothesis. Then there is no infinite “descending” sequence starting in x. 
(t) To prove the other implication, assume that 1~. [R + p](x) 
holds. By the fixed point property, 1 (R + pp. [R -+ p])(x) holds, too. So, 
there is an x1 such that R(x, x1) and lpp. [R -+ p](x,). This process can 
be repeated ad infinitum, and we obtain an infinite “descending” sequence 
x0, -Xl, x2, ... such that x=x0 and R(xi, xi+ ,) (i 2 0). 1 
If F is a monotonic operator mapping predicates to predicates, then its 
greatest fixed point, vp . [F(p)], exists too. This is because the collection of 
predicates as defined above is a complete lattice. Moreover, the greatest 
fixed point is representable in terms of the p-operator. This follows from 
the following lemma whose proof can be found in de Bakker (1980). 
LEMMA 5.2.3 (Representability of the greatest fixed point in p-terms). 
Since R 0 p is monotonic in p, vp . [R 0 p] exists. Using Lemma 5.2.3, we 
obtain the equivalences vp.[R~p]oi~p.[l(Rol~)]~l~. 
CR + PI. 
Recall that “0” denotes composition of relations. We adopt the conven- 
tion that “0” has priority over “v.” I.e., R, 0 R, v R, should be parsed as 
(R,o&)uR,. 
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Let R denote a binary relation over some set, and let Z denote the iden- 
tity relation over the same set. It is easily seen that F(X) = R 0 Xu Z is 
monotonic in X, where X denotes a relation variable. So F’s least fixed 
point pLX.[RoXuZ] exists. In informal notation ,uX.[RoXuZ]= 
Zu R v R2 u . u R” u . . ‘. 
Notation 52.4 (R*, R+). 
(a) We abbreviate ,kY. [R 0 Xu Z] to R*, the relation obtained by 
composing R, zero or more times with itself. 
(b) In the sequel, we shall also use R+, the relation obtained by 
composing R at least once with itself, as an abbreviation for Ro R*. 
We then have 
FACT 52.5. Let R denote a binary relation over some set and Z the 
identity relation over the same set. The following holds: 
(a) ZsR*, R’zR*, R+=R*oR. 
(b) If T denotes a binary relation and Tr R, then T* E R* and 
R*o Tc R*. 
5.3. The Assertion Language L 
Let 1132 be some first-order structure. The first-order logic over ‘%I is 
defined as usual. Now we extend this logic so as to be able to express fixed 
point definitions. For this an infinite set of n-ary predicate variables, 
p, x y, ..., is introduced for every n > 0. These predicate variables may 
appear in formulae, but may not be bound by quantifiers. These variables 
from the basis of the fixed point definitions. To ensure the existence of least 
(and greatest) fixed points, monotonicity has to be imposed. In fact, we 
introduce the notion of syntactic monotonicity of formulae, which implies 
their semantic monotonicity. In essence, this notion requires that each 
occurrence of the predicate variable p that is to be bound by the least fixed 
point operator p is within the scope of an even number of l-signs. 
DEFINITION 5.3.1 (Syntactic monotonicity and syntactic anti- 
monotonicity). We inductively define sets sm(p) (resp. sa(p)), denoting 
the class of formulae that are syntactically monotonic (resp. syntactically 
anti-monotonic) in a variable p: 
(i) 4 E sm(p), if p does not occur free in 4. 
(ii) id E sm(p), if q4 E sa(p). 
(iii) ii I> d2 E sm(p), if 4i E sa(p) and 42 E sm(p). 
(iv) Vxq5, 3xqS~sm(p), if 4 E sm(p). 
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tv) p E sm(p). 
(vi) cLpl. [#I3 vl. C41 E m(p), if $ E smtp) n smtz-5 1. 
(vii) (ik(iv) with sm and sa interchanged. 
(viii) wl. [#I, vpl. C41 E Wp), if 4E sa(p) n sm(p,). 
Under the usual ordering, 4, E & iff 4i 3 &, it can be proved by induc- 
tion on the structure, i.e., the complexity of the formulae that syntactic 
monotonicity implies semantic monotonicity. 
DEFINITION 5.3.2 (Assertion-language). The assertion-language L(9R) 
over some structure YJI, is the smallest class B such that 
(i) C#J, pp. [9(p)], vp. [I/J(~)] E B, where 4 and II/ are first-order 
formulae over 9X, 4 does not contain any free predicate variables and 
*E SW). 
(ii) if~,II/EBthen~A1(1,~vII/,~~~,andl~EB,too. 
Remark. If in a formula pp. [$(p)] or vp . [$(p)], p does not occur 
free in I+$, then we will often write $ instead. Note that formulae of the form 
pp. [$(p)], where $ contains a p-operator, are not allowed. However, we 
shall use such formulae, in which such a nesting of p-operators occurs, 
since they are representable in L(W), see Moschovakis (1974). 
In the sequel we shall often abbreviate L(%R) to L, when the structure ‘%I 
is clear from the context. 
5.4. Validity of L-Formulae 
We next define validity of L-formulae. This definition is clear, except for 
the cases pp. [e(p)] and vp. [ll/(p)]. Recall that pp. C+(p)] can be 
obtained by iteration. We now formalize this idea in the following con- 
struct by defining predicates Z$ for /I > 0 “by iterating $I /I times from 
below.” 
DEFINITION 5.4.1 (I$). For first-order formulae JI over 9X, $ E sm(p), we 
define Z$ for ordinals b by 
?g = IX . false, 
z$ = Ai. l&2, u a<BZ$) for PZO, 
z, = AX. Ua>O z;(x). 
By the monotonicity of $ the following holds (Moschovakis, 1974): 
LEMMA 5.4.2 (Properties of Z$). 
(i) (a < j?) * (I;(X) =-Z$(X)); 
(ii) for some ordinal K: I, = 15 = Lj,, K Zz ; 
W/82/3-5 
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(iii) Z+ is the least predicate C satisfying C(X)- $(x, C); i.e., 
I,(X) o Ii/(X, Z+) and if C satisJies C(X) o $(X, C), then Z@(X) => C(i). m 
Observe that the clauses (i) and (ii) in Lemma 54.2 ensure that Z$ is 
monotonic in b and that there exists some ordinal ti for which the fixed 
point is reached. In fact, I, as defined above is obtained after K iterations 
of Ic/. Moreover, in this way the least fixed point is obtained indeed. This 
is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.4.2(iii). 
DEFINITION 5.4.3 (Validity of pp. C+(p)] and of vp. C+(p)]). Let II/ be 
a first-order formula over !JJI, $ E sm(p). We now define 
(4 9Jl I= PP. Cll/(p)l(X) iff )1Jz I= Z@), 
(b) YJI k PP. [Ic/(p)l iff for all 2, YJI I= PP. C$(p)l(X), and 
Cc) !JJ t= VP.CNP)I ~~~~~~~~P~~C~(P){~P/P}I. I 
5.5. Acceptable Structures 
As is usual in completeness proofs, we need the ability to encode finite 
sequences. In our case, this is necessary to define the well-founded set 
necessarily for applying Orna’s rule. For this, we introduce the notion of an 
acceptable structure (Moschovakis, 1974).’ First we introduce a number of 
notions needed for the definition of acceptable structures. 
DEFINITION 5.5.1 (Coding scheme, decoding relations, and decoding 
functions). 
(a) A coding scheme for a set A is a triple S?? = (h@, <%‘, ( )“) 
such that 
(i) FsA, 6’ is an ordering on P and the structure 
(P, <<“) is isomorphic to the integers with their usual 
ordering. 
(ii) ( )” is a one-one function, mapping the set UnaO A’ of all 
finite sequences over A to A. By convention, A0 = 4; the 
empty sequence ( )” is the only sequence of length 0. 
(b) With each coding scheme %‘, we associate the following decoding 
relations and functions: 
(i) Seq@(x)o there exist xi, . . . . x, such that x= (xi, . . . . x,)‘. 
Here, x = ( )‘R, the code of the empty sequence, is covered by 
the convention that x = (x,, . . . . x,,)~ if n = 0. 
(ii) The length function lh” for sequences maps A into fl, and 
’ Alternatively, we could have introduced the notion of an arithmetical structure (Harel, 
1979). 
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hence into the integers, because of the isomorphism of 
(P, <‘) with (IV, <): 
lhq(x) = 
0, if iSeq’(x) 
4 if Seq%(x) A x = (x, , . . . . x,)* for some x, , . . . . x,. 
(iii) The projection (x)7, as a function of x and i, is defined by 
(x),i”= tt;e;,(,:,, . . . . x,,)%forsomex,, . . . . x,, 1 ,<i<n 
DEFINITION 5.52 (Elementary coding scheme). 
(a) A functionf is first-order definable on a structure %R iff its graph 
is first-order definable, i.e., iff {(X, j) 1 f(X) = j} is first-order definable 
on !JJl. 
(b) A coding scheme V is elementary on a structure YJI if the rela- 
tions and functions P, < ‘, Seq ‘, lh’( )‘, are all elementary, i.e., first- 
order definable on ‘%R 
Note that the class of elementary relations on a structure is closed under 
conjunction and quantification. This is an immediate consequence of 
Definition 55.2. It follows that the functions p: defined by pr(x,, . . . . x,) = 
(x 1, ..., x, >” are elementary, as pr(xi, . . . . x,) = u o (Seq@(u) A lh’(u) = 
n A Vi. [ 1 6 i < n 1((u): = xi)]). (In the sequel, we shall omit the super- 
scripts +Y.) 
As argued before, we need the ability to encode finite sequences. Also 
fairness arguments require the use of recursive ordinals. In our case these 
requirements are necessary to define the well-founded set required to apply 
Orna’s rule. 
DEFINITION 5.5.3 (Acceptable and ordinal acceptable first-order structures). 
(a) A first-order structure % is acceptable if there exists a coding 
scheme elementary on YJL 
In the sequel, we consider acceptable structures such that for all recur- 
sive ordinals a, there exists a constant symbol cl interpreted as the ordinal 
~1. We therefore introduce the notion of an ordinal acceptable structure: 
(b) A first-order ordinal acceptable structure is a structure 1)32 such 
that: 
(i) 9.4 is an acceptable structure, 
(ii) IIJl’s signature contains symbois ci for all i< wf’, and 
ci = ic lYJl1, where w;” is the first non-recursive ordinal, and Ci 
denotes the interpretation of ci. 
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(iii) the predicates Ord (&d(a) holds iff UE 1221 ncoWfk) and <ordr 
the usual ordering on wfk, are first-order definable in !lJl’, 
where 93’ is a reduct on fm, obtained by removing all ordinal 
constants cj from its signature. 
Let YJI be an ordinal acceptable structure. For completeness, we need 
amongst others, representability of the guarded commands partial correct- 
ness semantics. First note that the I/O-relation of a program S only con- 
strains the valuation of its free variables (in the output state). We shall be 
somewhat more precise below. To do so, suppose that S is a program. 
Denote by F the set of free variables occurring in S. Let F’ denote the com- 
plement of F, i.e., F’ is the set of all variables not occurring free in S. If 
Ry’(<, 5’) holds, then Rrt(r, 7’) holds, too, provided < 1 F= z 1 F, 
5’ ( F= z’ 1 F, and 7 1 F” = 7’ 1 F’, where / denotes restriction. Using this obser- 
vation, the semantics RF’, is easily seen to be representable: for example, 
if SE *[b+S’] then Ryt(t, t’)oW k pLx. [(RboR’)oXu lR,](x, y), 
where x and y are the codes of < I F (l’ I F resp.). Here R’ denotes the rela- 
tion R$Yt associated with S’, and F the set of free variables occurring in S. 
Observe that the codes x and y exist since 9JI is an ordinal acceptable 
structure. 
We next construct an extension of W by adding for every guarded com- 
mand S a relation symbol R,, interpreted as the semantics RF’ of S. Since 
Rs is representable, we obtain a structure !JJl’ such that Th(‘%R’) = Th(YJI), 
where Th(‘9.R) = {p E L I !JJI k p}. 1. e., Th(‘93’) is conservative over Th(fUZ) 
and we do not obtain a more expressive language in this way. 
We conclude this section by showing that a number of predicates exten- 
sively used in the sequel are representable in L. 
THEOREM 55.4 (Representability of a number of predicates). Assume 
that Y.3 is some ordinal acceptable structure. Let R, and R, denote binary 
relations on (‘3JIl elementary on YJI. The following constructs are representable 
in L: R, 0 R,, R, v RZ, R:, and pp. [R, + p]. 
Proof: It should be clear how to represent R, 0 R, and R, v Rz in L. R: 
is representable by PX. [R, o Xu Z], where Z denotes the identity relation. 
Finally pp. [R, -+ p] can be represented as follows: define 4(x, p) = 
Vx’[R,(x, x’) 2 p(x’)]. Then pp. [4(x, p)] represents pp. [R, + p](x). 1 
In the remainder of this paper we shall also use the construct r 0 R for 
predicates r and binary relations on [WI, where !JJI is as above. Intuitively, 
r 0 R is satisfied in x iff x is R-reachable from some y in which r holds. 
DEFINITION 5.5.5 (ro R). Using the notation as above, we define for 
predicates r and binary relations R on /9X] the predicate r 0 R by r 0 R(x) 
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iff 3y[r( y) A R( y, x)]. Observe that r 0 R is trivially representable in L, if 
R is elementary in ‘!lX 
In the remainder of this paper W always denotes some first-order ordinal 
acceptable structure. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF A P-TERM EXPRESSING 
STRONGLY FAIR TERMINATION 
In this section we show that the property “S is strongly fair terminating” 
is representable in L. More precisely, let *[ 0 r= I bi + Si] and let 
!IJI be some ordinal acceptable structure. We construct a formula 
SFAIR(Ri, . . . . R,) such that %I k -I SFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(c) holds iff “S 
terminates strongly fair when started in r.” Here, Ri denotes the relation 
R,,o R:, associated with bi; Si (i= 1, . . . . n). 
For programs with two directions, a p-term expressing strongly fair ter- 
mination has been constructed in de Roever (1981). To give the reader 
some intuition, we first construct a term describing the existence of infinite 
strongly fair execution sequences of a program SE *[b, + S, Cl bz + S,]. 
From Definition 3.4.2, we obtain that in an infinite strongly fair execu- 
tion sequence of S, either 
(1) both directions of S are infinitely often enabled in this sequence, 
and hence infinitely often taken in it, or 
(2) the first direction becomes eventually continuously disabled and 
the second direction of S is continuously taken from some point onwards 
in the execution sequence, or 
(3) the symmetrical case of (2), i.e., the second direction of S 
becomes eventually continuously disabled and the first direction is con- 
tinuously taken from some point onwards in the execution sequence. 
The construction of the term describing the existence of an infinite 
strongly fair execution sequence of S naturally splits up into three cases, 
according to the three possibilities (l), (2), and (3) above. Let R, (resp. R2) 
denote the relations R,, 0 R”,: (resp. Rblo R”,:) associated with 6, ; S, (resp. 
b,; &I. 
Case 1. We consider such a sequence as consisting of an infinite 
number of so-called unconditional fair parts, roughly being finite sub- 
sequences of the infinite sequence in which every direction is taken at least 
once. Such an unconditional part can be described as follows: 
(R;oR,uR;oR,). 
This characterization stems from Park (1980). Recall that truth of the 
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predicate vp . [R 0 p] in x0 expresses the existence of an infinite sequence 
-x0, Xl, x2, ... such that R(xi, X, + ,) holds for i > 0. As a consequence, the 
existence of an infinite strongly fair sequence, according to the first 
possibility above, is captured by the predicate vp . [(R: 0 R, u 
Rz+ 0 R,)op]. This term is called UF(R,, R,). 
Case 2. We consider possibility (2) above. In this case, the existence of 
an infinite strongly fair execution sequence of S can be described by a term 
expressing that after some finite prefix, in which (possibly both) directions 
1 and 2 are chosen, only the second direction is continuously taken, since 
the other one becomes eventually continuously disabled. In the infinite tail 
of the sequence each intermediate state satisfies 1 b, . This term is captured 
by (R,uR,)*ovp.[((b, A lb,)oR,)op]. This term is called fair(R,) 
lin(R,). 
Case 3. Symmetrically to case (2) the existence of such an execution 
sequence can be described by fair(R, ) fin(R,). 
Now define SFAIR(R,, R2) by SFAIR(R,, R2) = UF(R,, R,) v fair(R,) 
fin(R,) v fair(R,) fm(R,). We then obtain that S admits an infinite strongly 
fair execution sequence iff SFAIR( R, , R2) holds. 
The structure of Section 6 is as follows: in Section 6.1 we describe the 
predicate UF(R,, . . . . R,) for n > 1. This predicate is a generalization of 
UF(R, , R2) that we derived in case (1) above. In Section 6.2 we extend the 
reasoning of case (2), hence case (3), when there are more than two direc- 
tions in a repetition. Finally, in Section 6.3 we show that for every com- 
mand S and command q, the weakest precondition for fair termination is 
definable in L. 
6.1. Unconditionally Fair Termination 
At first, we consider execution sequences of programs * [ 0 := i bi -+ S,], 
in which each direction of S is chosen infinitely often. Any such sequence 
is strongly fair iff it is unconditionally fair. In the sequel, we assume that 
R 1, . . . . R, are the relations R,, 0 Ry, ,.., Rb.o Rsf associated with the 
statements 6, ; S1, . . . . b, ; S,. Consequently, we first consider the problem of 
describing in L the existence of an infinite sequence of Ri-moves in which 
each of the R, occurs infinitely often (i= 1, . . . . n). 
Consider such an infinite sequence. Since each Ri (i = 1, . . . . n) occurs an 
infinite number of times, this sequence may be viewed as consisting of an 
infinite number of finite sequences, the so-called U(nconditional)parts. 
Every Upart satisfies: 
(i) each Ri occurs in the Upart. 
(ii) this Upart is the smallest sequence satisfying (i); i.e., any initial 
fragment of Upart leaves some Ri out. 
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To define a relation Upart(R,, .,., R,), which expresses for every pair of 
states (5, [‘), whether 5’ can be reached from < by executing an Upart 
(w.r.t. R,, . . . . R,), it suffices to consider Uparts in which the first occurren- 
ces of the moves are in some predescribed order, so-called Usegments, since 
any Upart of R,, . . . . R, is an Usegment of some permutation R,,, . . . . Rin. 
More clearly, a Usegment of the ordered sequence of moves R,, . . . . R, is a 
finite sequence in which for no i, j with 1~ i < j,< n a Rj-move occurs 
before a R,-move has occurred. 
The relation Usegment(R,, .,., R,) is defined inductively (w.r.t. n) as 
follows: The case n = 1 is simple: define Usegment(R,) = R,. 
Now, suppose that Usegment(R,, . . . . Rk) has been defined. Then, 
Usegment(R,, . . . . Rk+ 1) looks like R,, . . . . R,, . . . . R,, . . . . Rk+ Ir where the 
first occurrences of RI, Ri, Rk, Rk + , are shown (1~ i < k). First, observe 
that Rk+, occurs only once; this is a consequence of requirement (ii) 
above. Second, observe that the prefix R,, . . . . Ri, . . . . R, of the above 
sequence is a Usegment of R,, . . . . R,. Hence, the sequence up to, but not 
including Rk + , is not necessarily a Upart of R,, . . . . Rk. However, it starts 
at least with a Usegment of R,, . . . . R,. The remaining part may contain 
any (finite) number of R,-occurrences (but no Rk+ 1). This motivates the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 6.1.1 (Usegment( R, , . . . . R,) for n 2 1). Usegment(R,) = R, 
and for n>l: 
Usegment(R,, . . . . R,+,)=Usegment(R,, . . . . R,)o(R,u ... u R,)*oR,+~. 
EXAMPLE, Usegment(R,, R,, Rx) = R, 0 RF 0 R, Q (R, u R2)* 0 R,. 
DEFINITION 6.1.2 (Upart(R, ,..., R,)forn>l). FornBl:Upart(R,,...,R,) 
= Ui,. ..,, inpermofl ,._., nUsegment(&,, . . . . RJ. I.e., in UpaMR,, . . . . 4,) the 
order of the Ri (i= 1, . . . . n) is immaterial. 
Remembering the example given above, the existence of an infinite 
sequence of Uparts, starting in a state 5, is expressed by satisfaction of a 
predicate UF(R,, .,,, R,) in r, defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 6.1.3 (UF(R,, . . . . R,) for n2 1). For n> 1: UF(R,, . . . . R,) 
= vp . [Upart( R,, . . . . R,) 0 p]. (Recall that Ri denote relations.) 
An execution sequence of a program SE * [ 0 ;= 1 bi --) Si] in which each 
direction is chosen infinitely often is strongly fair iff it is unconditionally 
fair. Consequently, the program S G *[ 0 r=, bi + Si] (n 2 1) admits an 
infinite unconditionally fair execution sequence starting in 5 iff 
UF(R,, . . . . R,) holds in t. Recall that Ri denotes the relation Rb,o R:, 
associated with 6,; Sj (i= 1, . . . . n). 
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6.2. Strongly Fair Termination 
Now, consider infinite sequences of a program * [ q := i bi -+ Si] in which 
directions can become disabled. Suppose that the nth direction 6,; S, 
becomes eventually never enabled any more. Then an infinite strongly fair 
sequence of R,, . . . . R,-moves consists of some finite sequence of R L, . . . . R,- 
moves followed by an infinite strongly fair sequence of R,, . . . . R,_ ,-moves 
in which every intermediate state satisfies 1 b,. In case no other direction 
of S becomes eventually continuously disabled, the existence of such a 
sequence is expressed by a predicate (R, u . . . u R,)* ~3 UF( 1 b, 0 R, , . . . . 
lb,oR,-l). Ob serve that this predicate is equivalent to (b, 0 R, u . . u 
6, o R,)* o UF( (6, A lb,) 0 R, , . . . . (b,_ , A lb,) 0 R, ~ ,), since the enabling 
condition bi is incorporated in Ri (i= 1, . . . . n). The possibility that other 
moves may become disabled, too, leads to the following definition*: 
DEFINITION 6.2.1 (fair(bi, 0 Ri,, . . . . b,,o R,,) tin(bik+, 0 Rik+,, . . . . binoR,) for 
n > 2 and 16 k < n). Let n > 2 and suppose that ii, . . . . i, is some permuta- 
tion of 1, . . . . n. For k, satisfying 1 d k < n, define 
fair(b,,o Ri,, . . . . b,o RiJ fin(bik+,o Rb+,, . . . . bi,o RiJ 
=(~lbioRi)*oUF((bi,Aj~+, lbG)oR,,..., 
( 
bi,A i\ lb, 
/=k+l > > 
OR, . 
Remark. fair(b,,o Ri,, . . . . b,o R,) tin(b,+, 0 Rjk+,, . . . . bin0 R,) holds in 
state 5 iff there exists an infinite strongly fair sequence, starting in 5, in 
which the directions bik+,; Sik+l, . . . . bin ; Sin are eventually never enabled any 
more. 
Now, finally the predicate expressing the existence of inlinite strongly fair 
sequences can be formulated. 
DEFINITION 6.2.2 (SFAIR(b, o R,, . . . . b, o R,) for n > 1). SFAIR(b, 0 R,) 
= UF(b, o R,), and for n > 2: 
SFAIR(b, 0 R,, . . . . b, 0 R,) 
= UF(b, 0 R,, . . . . b,o R,) v V fair(bi, 0 R,,, . . . . b, 0 R,) 
il . .._, in perm of 1, . . . . n 
l<k<n 
fin(b, + I 0 RI,+ I 3 -3 bi,, 0 Rin). 
2 This definition is due to P. van Emde Boas. 
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In the sequel we always assume that the relation bi is incorporated in the 
relation Ri. Also, with Ri we always associate bi as enabling condition. 
Thus, Ri will denote the relation R,,o R:,. 
We defined here, for every sequence of relations R,, . . . . R, a different 
predicate. In other words, SFAIR is not a second order formula! For the 
proof of Theorem 6.3.4 we need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2.3 (Characterization of SFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)). 
1132 j= lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) 
* o !JR 
k -IUF(R, , . . . . R,) A A 
iI, _.., in perm of 1, . n 
l<k<n 
+-iUF j$+, lb,/oR, ,,..., A Tb,oR,)]. 
(. j=k+l 
Proof For n = 1 this follows by Definition 6.2.2. So assume that n 2 2. 
Then the lemma follows from Definition 6.2.2, Definition 6.2.1, and 
Lemma 51.3. 1 
6.3. Weakest Precondition for Strongly Fair Termination 
As a last preparation for the soundness and completeness proofs, we 
mention the notions of the weakest liberal precondition and of the weakest 
precondition for strongly fair termination. 
DEFINITION 6.3.1 (Weakest liberal precondition). An assertion 
p = wlp(S, q) is the weakest liberal precondition w.r.t. a command S and a 
condition q if YJI k [p] S[qlpart and for each r, VJI + [r] S[qlpart implies 
93 k r3p. 
In (de Bakker, 1980), it has been shown that for each command S and 
assertion q, wlp(S, q) is definable in L. It is useful to mention that for loops 
SWlP(S, q)=(((U:=IRi)*oA\C=, lbi)+q). 
DEFINITION 6.3.2 (Weakest precondition for strongly fair termina- 
tion). An assertion p is the weakest precondition for strongly fair termina- 
tion w.r.t. a command S and a condition q if W k [p] S[qlsr and for each 
r, !JR /= [r] S[qlsf implies W /= r 3 p. 
We next state the key result of this section, viz., the definability of the 
weakest precondition for strongly fair termination sfwp(S, q) for any com- 
mand S and any condition q. In Theorem 6.3.4 below, we prove that wpsf 
indeed defines the weakest precondition for strongly fair termination. 
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DEFINITION 6.3.3 (sfwp(S, q)). For each command S and condition q, 
sfwp(S, q) is inductively defined by 
(a) sfwp(x := e, q) = q{e/xj, 
(b) sfwp(S,;S,, q)=sfwp(S,, sfwp(S,,q)), where S, and Sz are 
simple commands, and 
(c) sfwp(*[O:=, b;-+S,], q) = lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A (((lJ;=r Ri)* 
0 A;=, lb,) + q), where Si are assumed to be simple. 
THEOREM 6.3.4. For each command S and condition q, sfwp(S, q) is 
indeed the weakest precondition for strongly fair termination w.r.t. S and q. 
Proof: The proof is standard except for the case that Sz 
*[ q YE I bi -+ Si] with simple Si, i = 1, . . . . n. Consequently, we prove that 
both 
(4 m k Csfwp(*CO1=,bi~s,l,q)l* C~~=I~~--+~ilCql,~, and 
(b) m I= Crl*C~Y=l~i+S,lCql ,*%R+ r~sfwp(*[O:=,hijSi],q) 
hold. 
To do so, it suffices to prove that for every t: YJI k [r] *[El;= 1 bi + S,] 
Cql(5) 0 m I= r=(lSFAINR,, . . . . RI A (((U:z, &)*oA\:=, lb,)+q)) 
(0, holds. 
(*) Suppose that !WI k [r] *[ q I=, bi -+ SJ [qlsE holds. Choose some 
state 5 such that 9.R l= r(5) holds. Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that 
‘9X k SFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(t). Then this leads immediately to a contradiction, 
since this implies the existence of an infinite strongly fair execution 
sequence, starting in 5. So 9.R + lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(l) holds. It remains 
to prove that 9JI + ((( lJ:= , R,)* 0 A:= i 1 b,) -+ q)(t) holds, too. To do 
this, choose some 5’ satisfying !IR/= ((U;= , Ri)* c A:= , lbi)(<, r’). Clearly, 
then also ‘9JI k R”sf(& 4’) where SE *[ q := 1 bi + S,], and so by the 
hypothesis %JI b q(<‘). 
(+) Suppose that 9JI k rz(lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A ((U:=, Ri)*l 
Al=, lb,) + q). Choose state r such that ‘9.R l= r(5). Since, by hypothesis 
YJI + lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(t), the repetition always terminates strongly 
fair. We have to prove that, in this case, each final state satisfies q. Choose 
some 5’ such that 9JI k R”,‘(& <‘), where S = *[ q y= I b, --+ S,]. Clearly, then 
also 9JI k (((J;= I R,)* o/\;=, lbi)(t, r’) and so, by the hypothesis, 
W /= q(<‘) holds, which had to be shown. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3.5. For every 5: YJI k sfwp( *[ 0 :=, bj + S,], true)(t) o 
9JI l= lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(r). 
This corollary states that strongly fair termination of a repetition is 
indeed expressible in the p-calculus. 
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7. COMPLETENESS 
In this section, we prove the completeness of our proof system, i.e., we 
will show that for any statement SE LGC(mZ), assertions r, q E L, 
‘%I k Crl Xql,r=+WflJZ) k Crl SC41 holds. (*) 
Here %R is by convention a first-order ordinal acceptable structure, and 
Th(%R) = (p E L\tIJI ‘F p}. As is usual in such proofs, completeness is 
established by structural induction on the complexity of statements S. 
Observe that (*) is trivial in case S is not a repetition. Therefore to prove 
(*), it suffices to concentrate on the case where S E *[ q ‘= i 6, + S;] with 
n > 1. In this case, we establish (*) by induction on n, the number of direc- 
tions in S. Next observe that when n = 1 the proof of (*) is straightforward. 
Consequently, we proceed with loops with more than one direction, the 
induction hypothesis being 
INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS (IH). (a) and (b) below both hold: 
(a) for all simple commands S, YJI k [r] S[q],r=-Th(mZ) k 
Crl x41. 
(b) for all k, 1 dk<n, 1131 k [r] *[Of+ bi-+Si][q],=>Th(m) t 
Crl *Co~=,bi+silCql~ 
From the discussion above it follows that we may assume that S is a 
repetition with at least two directions and that (IH) holds. Consequently, 
we are going to prove that given the fact that YJI l= [r] 
*[ q l=, bi + Si] [qlsr holds for n > 2, we can define in L the auxiliary 
quantities, i.e., a well-founded set ( W, <), a ranking predicate K, and 
pairwise disjoint sets D,, and St, for w  E W, w > 0, such that the premisses 
(a), (b), (c), and (d) of Orna’s rule as stated in Section 1 hold. The 
definitions of the auxiliary quantities are developed in Section 7.1. In 
Lemmata 7.2.1 through 7.2.4, validity of premisses (a) through (d) are 
proved, culminating in completeness theorem 7.2.5, whose proof is then 
standard. 
7.1. The Auxiliary Quantities 
Assume that ‘%I + [r] *[ 0 “= i bi + Si] [qlsl holds. The main results of 
this section are that the auxiliary quantities necessary to apply Orna’s rule 
are definable within L. 
First we are going to define a well-founded set W and a predicate 
rc: W+ (States + (true, false)), ranking every state (reachable by S). To 
do so, we observe that the usual approach of counting moves does not 
work, because not every move brings the program closer to termination. 
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E.g., in case of Dijkstra’s random number generator, see Section 3.4, move 
R, will not help reach termination. 
Now S terminates strongly fair and hence also unconditionally fair. This 
follows from Theorem 3.4.4. At any time, there is at least one decreasing 
move; otherwise there exists a state in which no move would bring the 
program closer to termination, resulting in the existence of an infinite 
strongly fair sequence, yielding a contradiction. So, if in a successive 
sequence of iterations, “every enabled move has been executed at least 
once,” then certainiy the program has come closer to termination. This 
shows that viewing execution sequences as consisting of Uparts is a natural 
thing to do. Unfortunately, counting Uparts does not quite work, because 
we have to rank all states in order for Orna’s rule to apply. 
Consider such a Upart. It suffices that the states reached by executing 
this Upart, are ranked in such a way that it reflects the “progress” that is 
made w.r.t. executing this Upart itself. Now a move leads to “progress” if 
it is a new one that has not been made in the Upart as yet. This gives the 
intuition behind the definitions of W and r-c that we now develop. First, we 
consider the problem of ranking states related by Uparts in more detail. At 
this stage, we therefore disregard the internal progress within a Upart; such 
progress is incorporated afterwards. 
Consider any reachable state 5. Intuitively this state will be ranked by 
counting the number of Uparts necessary to reach a final state, i.e., 4: 
will be ranked by f-I if it takes the program at most /I Uparts from 5 
to reach termination. To define the rank /I of 5, we apply the techniques 
developed in Section 5. Define T(P) = ng . (Upart(R,, . . . . R,,) + p)(t). From 
Lemma 51.2 it follows that the least fixed point of r exists and that it can 
be obtained by iteration. Intuitively, tP(faise) holds in r if in 5 we are at 
most /I Uparts away from termination. It also follows from Lemma 5.1.2 
that there exists some 2 such that 
r”(fuZse) = w. [Upart(R,, . . . . R,) + p] holds. (A) 
Let Cc be the least ordinal satisfying (A). Cc is a recursive ordinal, cf. Apt and 
Plotkin (1985). Therefore, we have that for all fi< a, fi is a recursive 
ordinal, too. 
Of course, for this idea to work we need to show that &We) is 
representable by a formula in L. 
7.1.1. THEOREM (Delinabilityofr”(false)). Let r(p)=A5.(Upart(R,, . . . . R,) 
+ p)(c). There exists a formula q5 in L such that for all l and all j? < cl . 
@(fa~se)(O holds 07-m k 4(8)(5). 
Proox Define 4(p) = pr . [3cr < p . (Upart(R,, . . . . R,) + r(a))]. By 
induction on /I < Al we prove that for all /I < ti and all 5, rB(fufse)(<) holds 
ifi llJz I= NJ)(t). 
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Induction basis, /I= 0. Trivial, since for all 5, t’(fulse)(<) o false and 
VJI k &O)(r) 0 YJI + false(t) 0 false. 
Induction hypothesis (IH). For all 2 < /I and all 5, z’(fulse)(~) holds iff 
‘a I= m(t). 
Induction step. For /I = 0, we have that 
9.N k 4(8)(5)-W t= PY. C~~<B~Wpart(~,, -., KJ++))l(5) 
(definition of 4) 
-34 t= 3a<B.(Upart(R,, . . . . hJ+4(a))(5) 
(fixed point property) 
0 for some X < 8, !JJI k (Upart(R,, . . . . R,) +&X))(t) 
o for some X < B and for all c’, 
93 k Wpart(~,~ . . . . W(5, 5’) 2 4Wt’)l 
o for some A< /I and for all <‘, 
%JI b [Upart(R,, . . . . &AL <‘)I* txCMe)(t’) W-Q 
0 for all t’, m k Upart . . . . hA5,‘t’) => W < 8.TYMe)(S’)) 
0 for all <‘, 9.4 + Upart . . . . R,)(<, 5’) * u r+$zZse)(<‘) 
,l<fl 
- Wu~=)(O I 
Now, we define the well-founded ordered set W: each w  E W, w  not mini- 
mal, consists of two components. The first one counts Uparts, the second 
one records “progress” within the last (incomplete) Upart and is a 
sequence of length at most n, the number of directions within this Upart, 
which records the directions within this Upart, that have already been 
taken. 
We next define the predicate seq,(s) which holds iff s is sequence of 
length at most n, in which directions are recorded only and in which each 
direction is recorded at most once. 
DEFINITION 7.1.2 (seq,). 
seq,(s) = Seq(s) A lb(s) d n A Vi[( 1 d i< lb(s)) 3 (1 G (s)~ < n)] 
A Vi, j[( 1 d i, j< lb(s) A if j) 3 (s)~ # (s),] 
(cf. Definition 5.5.1). 
Next, we define the well-founded structure required to apply Orna’s rule. 
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DEFINITION 7.1.3 (The well-founded structure W4,n). 
(a) W,,,= {(Ar,s)lOdX<cl A seq,(s)}u (0). 
(b) The ordering < defined on W,,, is the following: 0 < (1, s) for all 
(2, s) E WE,,, and (A,, sl) < (A,, s2) iff (1, <Al) v ((1, =X2) A lh(s,) < 
lh(s,f A Vi[(l bidlh(s,))~ (s&= (sl)J). 
Next, we define the ranking predicate z. 
DEFINITION 7.1.4 (The ranking predicate rc). The predicate rc: W,,, -+ 
(States -+ (true, f&e}) is defined by: 
x(X, ( )) = z'(fulse) A ro 
x(X, (il, . . . . in))= u za(false) A ro 
i= 1 
* n 
A /j lb,. 
i=l 
Note that accessibility is demanded for n(w), w  E WE,,. If 1 <k < n 
and X(X, (ii, . . . . ik))(5) holds, then there exists a state <’ in which the 
program is at most X Uparts away from termination. It takes a fragment, 
i.e., an initial part of a Usegment to reach 5 from r’, namely 
Usegment(R,,, . . . . R,) 0 (iJr=, R$-)*. 
Defining St,, and D, for w  > 0, w  E W,,,, is simple now. If we are at the 
start of a Upart, i.e., w  = (1, ( )) or w  = (1, (ii, . . . . i,)) for some X<cC, 
then every move leads to eventual completion of this Upart. Otherwise, 
w  = (1, (il) . ..) ik ) ) for some X, 1 < k < n, and only moves different from 
$3 . . . . R, lead to eventual completion of this Upart. 
7.15 DEFINITION (The set of helpful and steady moves D,. and 
St,). Let MJE W,,,, w  >O. Then w  = (2, s) for some x < Cc, and s with 
seq,b). 
If lb(s) = 0 or if lb(s) = n, then D,. = (1, . . . . n} and St,,, = 0. 
If O<lh(s)<n, then D,= {il(l <i<n) A Vj.1 <j<lh(s)[(s),#i]}, 
St, = { 1, . . . . n} - D,. 
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Note that for all w  E W,,,, w>c): D,, n St,,, = 0, D,.# 0 and 
D,, u St,. = { 1, . . . . n}. 
7.2. Completeness of Orna’s Rule 
Using the above definitions, we next prove that the four premises, 
(a)-(d) of Orna’s rule are valid. To be more precise, Lemmata 7.2.1-7.2.4 
below show that these four premises are satisfied indeed. From the induc- 
tion hypothesis, completeness of the rule and hence of our proof system 
then easily follows. Assume that %II /= [r] * [ 0 ;= r bi + S,] [qlsf holds. 
By Definition 6.3.3 and Theorem 6.3.4 we may assume that 9JI k r I 
(-ISFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A (((Ur=l Ri)*o~\?=, lb,)~q)) holds, tOO. 
LEMMA 7.2.1 (Corresponding to premise (a) of Orna’s rule). Let 
w E W,,,, Jo D,,; i.e., Rj is a decreasing move. Suppose that %l k r 2 
(-rSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A ((U;=l R,)*oA\1=, lb,)+q) holds. Then !JJl k 
[n(w) A w>O A b,] Sj[3v< w.n(v)] holds, too. 
Proof: We have to prove that for all 5, <‘E States such that W k 
R,(<, t’), ‘%JI i= (n(w) A w>o)(<)*%lI k ~v<w~z(v)(~‘).~ Choose states 
5 and <’ satisfying ‘!JJI k R,(& 5’) and suppose that ‘9.X b (rc(w) A w >O)(t) 
holds. To prove the lemma, we distinguish two cases: 
(a) VJI b /jr= r ihi( In this case, W k rc(O)([‘), and we are done. 
(b) SJI I= (’ bitt’). (i) 
i=l 
Since !IJI k n(w)(t) holds, 9JI k r 0 (VI= I R,)* (0 holds, too. I.e., 
flJz i= 35” [f-t<“) A (c, &)* (t”, t)] holds. (ii) 
As a consequence of Fact 5.2.5, we obtain that (lJr= i Ri)* 0 Rj’ 
(lJ;=, R,)*. Therefore, it follows from YJI k Rj(<, r’) and (ii) that !JJI k 
!lt”[r(r”) A (Uy=, R,)* (t”, t’)] holds, too; i.e., 
(iii) 
Next, let w  = (1, s). We are going to prove that !JJl k 30 < w. rr(v)(<‘) 
holds. To do so, we distinguish three cases: 
(1) Ih(s) = 0, i.e., s= ( ). Since ‘9X + R(w)(t), W k z”(false)(<) 
holds. Consequently, it follows that !JJI k 3<“[zx(faZse)(t”) A Rj(<“, (‘)I. 
3 Remember that R, is the relation Rb,o R$ associated with 6,; S,. 
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Hence, together with Rj c R,+, which follows from Fact 52.5, we obtain 
that !JJI l= !l<“[tx(fuZse)(~“) A R,+(<“, <‘)I; i.e., !JJl l= (rx(fuZse)o Rj+)(tJ’)]. 
Together with (i) and (iii), YJl k rt(X, (j))(<‘) follows and hence 
m k 3u 4 w. 7-c(u)(y). 
(2) 1 <lb(s) < n, so s= (il, . . . . ik) for some i,, . . . . ik with (i1, . . . . ik} 
c ( 1, . . . . n> and 1< k<n. From fnz /= x(w)(<) we derive ‘9.Jl + (r’(faZse)o 
Usegment(R,, . . . . R,) 0 (u:=, RJ*)(t). Since Usegment(R,,, . . . . R,) 0 
(Ut=, R,,)* 0 R, = Usegment(R,,, . . . . R,k, Rj) G (Definition 6.1.1 and 
j # i, ) . ..) ik for j E D,) 5 Usegment(R,,, . . . . R,, R,) 0 (u:= 1 Ri,U Rj)* 
(Fact 5.2.5), together with the fact that (m + R,(t, r’) holds, it follows 
that 1132 k z’(faZse)o Usegment(R,,, . . . . R,, R,)(t;‘) holds, too. It follows 
together with (i) and (iii) that 9JI + ~(1, (i,, . . . . i,, j))(t’) holds. Again, 
!JJl t= 3u 4 w  . n(u)(y) follows. 
(3) lb(s) = n. From ‘9X + n(K, s)(t) and Definition 7.1.3, the existence 
of a /?< X such that W /= ~(8, ( ))(<) follows. As in case (l), ‘9.X k 3u < 
(83 ( >) .4u)(r), and so 1111 t= 3u<(X, ( )).n(u)(t’). I 
LEMMA 7.2.2 (Corresponding to premise (b) of Orna’s rule). Let 
WE WE.,, jESt,; i.e., Rj is a steady moue. Suppose that W k r =) 
(lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A ((lJr=, R,)*oA\1=, lb,)+q) holds. Then IlJz k 
[n(w) A w>O A b,] Sj[3u<w.n(u)] holds, too. 
Proof: We have to show that for all states 5, 5’ such that %JI t= 
R,(& t’), ‘93 k (z(w) A w>o)(r)*!ll k ~u<w.~(u)({‘). To do so 
choose states t, l’ and suppose that YJI + (rc(w) A w>o)(r) holds. Let 
w  = (1, s). As in Lemma 7.2.1 there are two cases: 
(a) rXn k 1\;=, lbi(c’). In this case the lemma 
(b) QI i= il b,(C). 
i=l 
is trivial. 
(i) 
We have to prove that 1Dz b 3u < w. x(0)(5’) is satisfied. Note that lb(s) # 0 
and lb(s) #n, because lb(s) =0 or lb(s) = n implies that St, = 121. So 
let w=(X,(i, ,..., ik)), l<kcn, {iI ,..., ik}C{l ,..., n}. Since jESt,, 
j= i, for some t, 1~ t < k. Now, 9JI + x(w)({), so !.BI + t’(fulse) 0 
Usegment(R,, , . . . . Rik)o CUf= 1 Ri,)* (5); i.e., 
!JJl k 3<“. rx(filse)(<“) A Usegment( R,, . . . . R,) 
(ii) 
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Since (Uf= i R,,)* 0 R, G (uf= i Ri,)*, see Fact 52.5, we obtain that 
Usegment( Ri, , . . . . R,,)o(U:=, Ri,)*oRj G Usegment(R, ,,..., R,,)o(U:=, Ri,)*. 
From (ii) and the fact that %II k Rj([, [‘), it follows that 1111 +
35’[t”(fulse)(t”) A Usegment(R,,, . . . . Rik)o (U:= 1 R,,)* (t”, (‘)I; i.e., 
mk t’(fulse) 0 Usegment(Ri,, . . . . R,)o( ,O, Ri,)*) ct.,]. (iii) 
Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 7.2.1, we see that 
holds, too. (iv) 
Now, (i), (iii), and (iv) imply !JJI k ~(1, (ii, . . . . &))(<‘), whence !JJI l= 
3u<w.n(u)(y). 1 
The following lemma shows that clause (c) of Orna’s rule is satisfied, 
too, under the assumption that [r] *[ 0 y=, b, + S,] [qlsf holds. 
LEMMA 7.2.3 (Corresponding to premise (c) of Orna’s rule). Suppose 
that 9JI k r 3 (1 SFAIR(R, , . . . . R,) A (((U;= I’ R,)* 0 /j\7= 1 lbi) + q)) holds. 
Then ‘3JI b [x(w) A w>O] *[CIitSI, bi A /jjED, lbj+ Si][true] holds, 
too. 
Prooj Observe that for all w  E W,,, such that w> 0, D, # Qr. So 
%I gi { 1, . . . . n}. It follows that the program S’ z *[ 0 ip st, bi A AjEDw 1 bj 
+ Si] contains less directions than the original program. Therefore, 
we may apply the induction hypothesis. If St,,, = 0 then by convention 
S’ E skip, in which case the lemma is trivial. So assume St, # 0. 
After a possible renumbering, we may assume, too, that St, = { 1, . . . . k}, 
l<k<n. So, D,={k+l,...,n}. Let b’denote AjED, ~bj=A\;=,+, lbj, 
and let RI = b’o Ri. By Theorem 6.3.4, and Corollary 6.3.5 we obtain that 
m k (71(w) A w > 0) 1 1 SFAIR(R;, . . . . R;) hIplieS m k [X(W) A W > o] 
*Cnf=lbiAA;=k+l 1 bj + Si] [true] holds. 
So, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that YJI i= (x(w) A w > 6) 3 
-I SFAIR( R; , . . . . Rb). This follows from the next two claims. 
CLAIM 1. Under the aforementioned assumptions, ‘%N k (n(w) A w > 6) 
1 1 UF(R;, . . . . R;) holds. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that !IJI + n(w)(c) A w > 0 holds. Then 
m k ro RX= 1 Ri)* (5L i.e., %I t= 35”. [r-(5”) A (IJycl Ri)* (t”, t)] holds, 
too. As a consequence of our assumptions, we obtain that !UI l= 
r 1 1 SFAIR( R, , . . . . R,) and so !JJI k jr” . [ 1 SFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(<“) A 
(U;= 1 Ri)* (4”y 511. Th 3 fDz I= 35”. C((U?= 1 Ri)* + lUF((AI=k+ 1 lbi) 
643/8?:3-6 
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ORI, . ..> (/\:=k+l lbi)o R,))(<“) A (uy=, R,)* (t”, 4)] holds by Lemma 
6.2.3. Consequently, %I k 35”. [((U?=, R;)* -+ lUF(R;, . . . . Rb))(&j”) A 
(lJ:=, R,)* (t”, [)I, from which !M /= lUF(R;, . . . . R;)(t) follows by 
definition of R -+ p. This proves Claim 1. 
Now, if k = 1, the lemma follows immediately from Claim 1 and Defini- 
tion 6.2.2. So assume that k 2 2. 
CLAIM 2. Under the aforementioned assumptions, 
w + (n(w) A w>O)3 A lfair(Ri,, . . . . RI,) 
I,, . . . . ik perm of 1. . . . . k 
I<l<k 
lin( R:,+, , . . . . R;,J holds. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let 1 9 I < k. For simplicity, we shall prove that 
YJI k (n(w) A w>(l)2 lfair(R;, . . . . R;) lin(R;+,, . . . . R;), since any other 
permutation is treated in a similar way. By Definition 6.2.1, we must show 
that 
holds. This is a consequence of the following chain of implications: 
‘iJJ i= (n(W) A W>o)(t) 
(Detinition7.1.4) 
(Definition 5.55) 
*9JI + 35”’ lSFAIR(R, ,..., R,)(<“) 
[ 
A (iQ,Ri)‘(<“, O] 
(by assumptions ) 
;I, lbjoR[)) (5”) A (,Q, R,)* (t”, t)]- (*) 
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The latter implication follows from Lemma 6.2.3. Hence, for all t = 1, . . . . 1, 
k 
76’ v /j 
i=l+l 
k 
= lb’ v A lbi A b’oR, 
i=/+ 1 
k 
/j 
i=/+1 
= ( i lbir\ i\ Tb,)oR, 
i=k+l i=/fl 
= /j lbioR, (since I+ 1 <k<n). 
i=/+ 1 
So, (*) implies that m l= 3[” . [((UT=, R,)* + lUF((lb’ v 
AL+, lbi)o R;, . . . . (lb’ v r\;=,+, lbi)oRj))(t”) A (U?= 1 R,)* CC”, t)l> 
and finally ‘W k ((Ur=i RI)* + lUF((lb’ v r\r=,+l lb,) 0 R;, . . . . 
(lb’ v At=,+ 1 1 b,)OR;))(c) by using Fact 5.25 As an immediate 
consequence, we then obtain that YJI l= ((Uf=, Rj)* -+ lUF((lb’ v 
AL+ 1 TbJoR;, . . . . (lb’ v A;=,,, 1 bi) 0 R;))(r) holds, too. This proves 
Claim 2 and hence the lemma. 1 
It remains to show that clause (d) of Orna’s rule is satisfied, too. This is 
established in the following 
LEMMA 7.2.4 (Corresponding to clause (d) of Orna’s rule). Suppose that 
‘9X + r 2 (lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A ((UT= I R,)* 0 Al= L 1 bJ + q) holds. Then 
(a), (b), and (c) below hold, too. 
(a) W k ~~(3u.rr(o)). 
(b) !JX k (Z(W) A w>O)~V~=, bi. 
(~1 ‘m k 40) 3 ((A;=, lbi) * 4). 
Proof: (a) Let 5 E States satisfy 9R k r(r). If !M + AT= i 1 bi( ?j), then 
we are done, because m + n(o)(t) holds. Hence, let 
Clearly, 
holds. (ii) 
(i) 
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Since 9.R + r(4) holds, W k 1 SFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)(t) holds, too, and conse- 
quently, 
‘in I= lUF(R,, . . . . &J(5); i.e., !JJI k r”(false)(5). (iii) 
It follows from (i), (ii), (iii) that ‘%JI + rc(cI, ( ))(t) holds. 
(b) This immediately follows from Definition 7.1.4. 
(c) From Definition 7.1.4 it follows that 9JI t= ~(0) I/J?= i lb,. 
Therefore, it remains to show that 9JI + z(O)=, q. To do so, choose 
some < with W l= rc(o)(c). By Definition 7.1.4, there exists some 5’ 
satisfying YJI i= r(t’) A (U:=, R,)* (<‘, 0. Since !RI k rx(((U7=, Ri)*’ 
A;= i lbi) + q) holds by assumption, the implication to be proved now 
immediately follows. 1 
THEOREM 7.2.5 (Completeness of our proof system). For aN assertions r, 
q, commands S, YJI k [r] S[qlSf impfies Th(%R) k [r] S[q]. 
Proof Clearly, the only non-trivial case is when SE * [ 0 y=, bj -+ Si] 
for n > 2. We have to show that for all assertions r, q, !lJl /= [r] 
*[O;=, bi+ Sj][q],r+Th(W) k [r] *[Or=, bi+Si][q] holds. This is, 
however, an immediate consequence of the induction hypothesis, 
Theorem 6.3.4, Section 4, Definitions 7.1.3 through 7.1.5, and the Lem- 
mata 7.2.1 through 7.2.4. 1 
8. SOUNDNESS 
In this section we prove the soundness of our proof system, i.e., for all 
assertions r, q and command S, Th(%R) k [rl S[ql =s-YJl k Crl SCql,,. 
It is obvious that the rules for assignment, consequence, and sequential 
composition are sound. Therefore it remains to prove the soundness of 
Orna’s rule. Let S E * [ 0 :=, bi + S,]. In case n = 1 Orna’s rule reduces to 
Harel’s rule for terminating loops proved sound in Hare1 (1979). Conse- 
quently, assume that n 2 2 holds. We may assume, too, that the following 
induction hypothesis (IH) holds: 
-For all simple commands S, Th(9.R) k [rl S[ql s-1151 k [rl s[ql,f, 
and 
-For all k with 1 <k<n, Th(9X) t- [r] *[Ok=, b,-+Si][q]-9Jl + 
Crl *[Ok_, bj+S,lCqlsr. 
Next assume Th(%JI) t- [r] S[q]. We have to prove that !lJI k [r] S[qlSf 
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holds. To do so, it suffices to show that m k Y 1 wpsf(S, q) which by 
Definition 6.3.3 and Theorem 6.3.4 amounts to proving 
YJI l= rj -iSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,) A 
(((.+)*“$, +i)-O)). 
By Lemma 6.2.3 YJ + lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,)oYJl + (lUF(R,, . . . . R,) A 
A,, ,..., i,permofl,,.., n;l<k<n(Uy=1 Ri)* + ~UF(/\~=k+, lb, 0 Ri,, . . . . 
r\lf=k+ 1 1 b,o R,,)). Consequently, we have to show that ‘$I k r 3 
lUF(R,, . . . . 4th 
* 
+ 1UF ji lbpRi,, . . . . A 
j=k+l J=kfl 
and SQ k r3 (((UY=l Ri)*oA\:=l 1 bi) -+ q) hold. These are established in 
Theorems 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 below. 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume that Th(%V) t- [r] *[II:= 1 bi+ Si][q] holds. Then 
‘9JI k r 3 1 UF(R, , . . . . R,) holds, too. 
Proof: Let YJI b r(5) and suppose, to obtain a contradiction that, 
W /= UF(R, , . . . . R,)(t) holds. Since D,# 0 for w  >8, there exists 
an infinite decreasing sequence in IV, starting in some w  E W such that 
YJI k z(w)({) holds. This contradicts the well-foundedness of W. [ 
Next, as a preparation for Lemma 8.2 we first prove the following claim 
that captures the most difficult part of that lemma. 
CLAIM. Assume that Th(m) j- [r] *[Cl:= 1 bj+ S,][q] holds. Let 
r be a state such that ‘9.R k r(r) holds. For all 5’ satisfying 9.l k 
(U:=, R,)* (5, t’), W + lUF(b’oR,, . . . . b’oR,)(t’) holds, where b’= 
/\:=k+ 1 lb,. 
Proof Assume that the claim is false; i.e., there exist states r and 5’ 
such that 9JI + (uy= i R,)* (5, 5’) and ‘iJJI k UF(b’ 0 R,, . . . . b’ 0 Rk)(<‘) hold. 
Both r and 5’ are accessible states; i.e., both W k ro (U;=, R,)* (0 and 
9JI k t-0 (U;= i R,)* (5’) hold. From the assumption that YJI + 
UF(b’ 0 R, , . . . . 6’ o Rk)(r’) holds, we infer the existence of an infinite 
strongly fair sequence of moves b’ 0 R,, . . . . b’ 0 Rk. As a consequence of the 
assumption that Th(!IJ) k [r] *[ q I= i bi + Si] [q] holds, we conclude 
that Orna’s rule has been applied. Consequently, related to the infinite 
strongly fair sequence of moves, whose existence we showed above, is an 
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infinite sequence wi, w2, w3, . . . in W such that !JJI k rt(w,)(t’) and for all 
i>O w,>w,+~ hold. Since W is well founded we obtain that there exists 
some j > 0 such that for all i >j wi = wi+ i. This implies that eventually 
none of the moves taken in the infinite strongly fair sequence are decreasing 
moves. Furthermore, there exists a state 5” such that 
(a) !JJI k (Upart(b’oR,, . . . . @OR,))* (c’, 5”) 
(b) %I k UF(b’oR,, . . . . b’oR,)(5”), and 
(c) there exist a w”, w” not minimal, satisfying w” < w,, !JJI + 
z( w”)(<“), and { 1, . . . . k j E St,,... 
Let St,... = {j,, . . . . jk+m } for some m > 0, where j, = t, for t = 1, . . . . k. Note 
that this implies that D,... = {j, +m+, , . . . . jn} = { 1, . . . . n) - St,... holds. Now, 
w”>O and Th(!JJI) k [rr(w”) A w”>O]* [i?iESfr..bi~ AjEo,. -ib,-+S;] 
[true] holds by the third clause of Orna’s rule. Hence, as a consequence of 
the induction hypothesis and the fact that YJI + (I A MI” > O)(r”), we 
obtain that 
ml= 1SFAIR h 
( 
n 
Tbjro R,,, . . . . A lbj,ORjk+m (t”), (i) 
I=k+m+l r=k+m+l > 
i.e., there does not exist an infinite strongly fair sequence of steady moves 
in which no decreasing move is ever enabled. To obtain a contradiction, we 
now distinguish two cases: 
(A) m=O. Then (i) implies that ‘9JI k lUF(b’o R,, . . . . b’o Rk)(5”) 
as j, = t for 1 < t 6 k. This follows from Definition 6.2.3, and contradicts 
(b). 
(B) m #O. Note that for all s, k+ 1 <s6 k+ m, the actual 
enablings-condition for AT= k + m + i 1 b,, 0 R, is A:= k + m + i 1 b,, A b,. By (i) 
andDelinition6.2.2fm+lfair(/\;=,+,+, lb,,oR, ,..., A\:=k+m+, lbj,nRk) 
fin(A:=k+,+l lbjlOR,,+,,...,A:=k+m+l lbj,oRj~+,,,)(t”) holds. SO by Defi- 
nition 6.2.1, mZk (lJ:‘y(r\:=,+,+, lbj,)o R,,)* + lUF(CoR,,...,Co Rk) 
(5”) holds, too, where C=~\:=k+m+l lb,, A AfLF+i l(A:=k+m+i lbj, 
A b,J. Hence, we obtain ‘9X k 1 UF(Co R,, . . . . Co Rk)([“). As !JJI k C = 
A:=k+ 1 rb,, this implies 9JI + lUF(A\:=k+l ~bjOR1,...,A~=,+, lbjo 
Rk)(t”), again contradicting (b). 
This proves the claim. 1 
LEMMA 8.2. Assume that Th(m) k [r] *[ q y= , bi -+ S,][q] holds. Let k 
be given, 1 < k < n, and assume furthermore that i, , . . . . i, is some permutation 
of 1, . . . . n. Then W l= t-3 lfair(R,,, . . . . R,)fin(R,+,, . . . . R,) holds, too. 
ProoJ: Possibly, after a renumbering, let iI, . . . . i, be the identity 
permutation of 1, . . . . n. Hence, we show that ‘%I l= lfair(R,, . . . . Rk) 
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WR, + 1, . . . . R,)(r) holds, where 5 satisfies r. According to Definition 6.2.1, 
it suffices to prove that for all 5’ satisfying ‘W k (lJ:= 1 R,)* (5, t’), 
1171 k ~UF(~‘OR,,...,~‘OR~)(~‘) holds, where b’=A\:=,+, lb;. This 
immediately follows from the claim above and establishes the theorem. 1 
LEMMA 8.3. Assume that Th(9X) k [r] *[Cl r= 1 b; + S,] [q] holds. Then 
!JJl + r 3 ((lJr=, Ri)* 0 A:=, lb, -+ q) holds, too. 
Proof. This lemma is trivial. 1 
Finally, we arrive at the main theorem of this section, stating the sound- 
ness of our proof system. Its proof is straightforward now. 
THEOREM 8.3 (Soundness of the proof system). For all assertions r, q, 
commands S, Th(‘%N)k [r] S[q] 31151 + [r] S[q],, holds. 
Proof: The only non-trivial case is when SE *[ 17 r= I bi + SC] and 
n Z 2. Consequently, we have to prove that Th(m) k [r] 
*[O~=i b;+Si][q]*%Jl k [r] *[Ok=, bi-+S,][qlsr holds for nb2. 
This follows from Lemmata 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, (IH), Definition 6.3.3, and 
Theorem 6.3.4. 1 
9. How TO DEAL WITH NESTED REPETITIONS 
In the previous sections we have considered a rather simple program- 
ming language. E.g., according to the syntax given in Section 2 repetitions 
never contained inner repetitions. In this section we shall drop this restric- 
tion and outline how to deal with the more general case. Basically, we 
proceed as before, adjusting the definitions and theorems to deal with a less 
restrictive programming language. 
9.1. Basic ideas 
Until now, we have considered a very simple programming language, in 
which, in repetition S = *[ 0 y= I 6, + S,], n B 1, the Si consisted of finite 
sequences of assignments (i = 1, . . . . n). According to the syntax given in 
Section 2, the program 
SZE *[b, + *[&-+X:=X+1 
q b, -+ b2 := false 
Cib,-f!, :=false 
1 
is not allowed. The reason for disallowing nested repetitions is the 
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possibility of (strongly fair) divergence of inner loops, which slightly com- 
plicates the earlier theorems. 
Intuitively speaking, the program S? above should terminate strongly 
fair, when this notion is suitably refined: if execution of S2 starts in a state 
satisfying both b, and &-the other cases are trivial and omitted-S, 
terminates as soon as direction 2, i.e., b, ; 6, := false, is taken. Under the 
strong fairness, as defined below, this direction must be chosen eventually 
because the inner loop * [bz -+ x := x + 1 q b, + h2 := false] terminates 
strongly fair. To gain a better understanding of this notion, consider the 
program below. It does not terminate strongly fair according to the delini- 
tion of strongly fair termination (see Definition 9.4 below). 
*[b, + b, := true 
q b, + *[bz --f b, := false 
q b, + b? := false 
Starting in a state in which b, holds, executing the first direction, i.e., 
b,; b, := true, followed by executing the second direction, in which in the 
inner loop the second direction always is chosen, i.e., b, ; (b, ; b? := false), 
constitutes a strongly fair computation (according to the definition below). 
Each of the loops is treated strongly fair whenever entered. However, strong 
fairness does not constrain choices that are made in consecutive executions 
of the same loop. This program would terminate under yet another fairness 
assumption; viz., that of all-level (global) fairness (Apt et al., 1984). 
In this section we briefly outline how to deal with a less restrictive 
language, LGC’(YJI) in which nested repetitions are allowed. Again, we 
assume a given signature and a first-order structure 9JI as above. The 
syntax of the less restricted language is given by the following BNF- 
productions: 
(command ) ::= (assignment ) 1 (composition) ( (repetition). 
(assignment) ::= (variable) := (expression). 
(composition) ::= (command); (command). 
(repetition) ::= *[ { Oselection)]. 
(selection ) :: = (guard ) -+ (command ). 
(guard ) ::= “quantifier-free boolean expression.” 
Again, *[ ] is identified with skip and * [ 0 :‘= 1 b, + S,] abbreviates 
*[Obl+S,~~~tlb,-+S,] (n>l). 
As before, four semantics, viz., RF”, RI,, R”,‘, Rg, for SE LGC’(!JX) are 
defined. The case Rb” is essentially the same as in Section 3 and is there- 
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fore omitted. For the other cases the possibility of divergence within some 
branch will now have to be taken into account. 
Let States denote the set of states and let 1 denote the divergence state. 
In the sequel it is assumed that I E States and that for each relation R G 
States’, V< . [R( I, 5) =P 5 = I] holds. For assertions p, p(I) = false, i.e., p 
never holds in 1. 
The definitions of the various semantics, as well as the soundness and 
completeness proofs will use induction on the level of statements: 
DEFINITION 9.2 (Level of statements). The level of an assignment x := e 
is 0. Let the levels of Si be ki (i= 1,2). Then S,; S, has level max(k,, k2). 
Let SF * [ 0 y=, b, + S,], with n > 1. Then the level of S is 1 + max{ki 1 
1 d id n ), where Si has level kj for i = 1, . . . . n. 
DEFINITION 9.3 (Ri). For SE LGC’(W), the relation Rt, is defined as 
follows: 
R$= Ry’u {(I, I)}, if SEx:=e. 
Rt, = R$, 0 R;,, if Sr Si; Sz. 
To define Rg for repetitions S, again the notion of an execution sequence 
of S is needed. Its definition is similar to Definition 3.2.1 and therefore 
omitted. S is said to diverge nondeterministically from 5, if there exists an 
execution sequence of S starting in 5 that is either infinite, or finite and 
ends in 1. 
Finally, define for SE * [ 0 y= I bi + Si] with n > 1, 
R> = Ryr’ u (( 5, I ) 1 S can diverge nondeterministically from 5 ) 
u IL 1)). 
Note that an execution sequence of a loop S ends in I when an inner loop 
of S is executed which diverges nondeterministically. 
We now proceed with defining strongly fair execution sequences for 
repetitions S = * [ 0 T=, bi + Si] with n > 1. As the example of S, above 
shows, strong-fairness does not consider the choices made at the top-level 
only, i.e., choices between the 6, (i= 1, . . . . n), but also the choices made 
between the guards of inner loops of S. 
DEFINITION 9.4 (Strongly fair termination). 
(i) Let t denote a state, 5 # 1. An assignment always terminates 
strongly fair from 5. S, ; Sz terminates strongly fair from r, if S, terminates 
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strongly fair from l and S2 terminates strongly fair for all possible output 
states produced by strongly fair computations of S,.4 
Now, let S = * [ 0 ;= I b, + S,], with n 3 1. An execution sequence of S 
starting in 5, is strongly fair, if either 
(a) it is finite (say lo, t,, . . . . t,, where 5 = to) and either t, # I, 
or 5, = 1 and there exists an S, (i = 1, . . . . n) which strongly 
fair diverges from <,M , , or 
(b) it is infinite and every direction in S, which is infinitely often 
enabled along the sequence is chosen infinitely often. We say 
that S terminates strongly fair from 5 if it admits neither 
infinite strongly fair execution sequences nor finite ones ending 
in 1 that start in 5. 
(ii) A program terminates strongly fair if it terminates strongly fair 
from <, for every 5 # 1. 
(iii) A program is said to diverge strongly fair if it admits a strongly 
fair computation, starting in 5 that is either infinite, or finite and ends in 1. 
DEFINITION 9.5 (Unconditionally fair termination). 
(i) Let 5 denote a state, 5 # 1. An assignment always terminates 
unconditionally fair from r. S, ; S, terminates unconditionally fair from 5. 
if S, terminates unconditionally fair from 5 and S2 terminates uncondi- 
tionally fair for all possible output states produced by unconditionally fair 
computations of S 1 .5 
Now, let SE *[ q r= , b, --) S,], with n 2 1. An execution sequence of S 
starting in 5, is unconditionally fair, if either 
(a) it is finite (say CO, 5,) . . . . t,, where t: = to) and either 5, # I, 
or 5, = I and there exists an Si (i= 1, . . . . n) which uncondi- 
tionally fair diverges from 5, ~ 1, or 
(b) it is infinite and every direction in S is chosen infinitely often. 
We say that S terminates unconditionally fair from 5 if it 
admits neither infinite unconditionally fair execution sequences 
nor finite ones ending in I, that start in 5. 
(ii) A program terminates unconditionally fair if it terminates 
unconditionally fair from 5, for every 5 # 1. 
(iii) A program is said to diverge unconditionally fair if it admits an 
unconditionally fair computation, starting in 5 that is either infinite, or 
finite and ends in 1. 
4 Although, we have not defined what output states produced by strongly fair computations 
are, this notion should be clear. 
5 Although, we have not defined what output states produced by unconditionally fair 
computations are. this notion should be clear. 
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It can be shown that the relation between the fairness assumptions as 
formulated in Theorem 3.3.4 still holds. 
DEFINITION 9.6 (R$ R;‘). 
RUf=RSf=R’ 
s s S 
for S=x :=e, 
R”‘= Ruf 0 R”’ and R”‘= R”’ s St S? S s, o G2 for S=S,;S?. 
ForSr*[O?=,bi+Si] withnal, wedeline 
Rif=RP,““u {(t, I)lS can diverge unconditionally fair from [} 
” WY 4). 
R”,f = RF, u { (5, I) 1 S can diverge strongly fair from <} 
” {CL 1,). 
As before, we define the notions of nondeterministic, unconditionally fair 
(resp. strongly fair), termination of a program S by Vt # I . 1 R;(<, I), 
V5 # 1 . 1 Ri’(5, I) (resp. V’5 # I .i R”,‘(<, I)). 
Again, this gives us four notions of validity, 9.R k [p] S[q],, for 
s E {part, t, uf, sf} which are the same as formulated in Definitions 3.2.2, 
3.3.2, and 3.4.6. 
The proof system is similar to the one in Section 4, except that in the 
composition rule and in Orna’s rule the restriction to simple commands is 
dropped. 
We now proceed to define a formula F(R,) such that for any state 5, 
F(R,)(<) holds iff S terminates strongly fair when execution of S is started 
in <. Clearly, if S is a loop, the formula iSFAIR does not suffice any more 
to describe the absence of infinite strongly fair execution sequences of S, 
since this formula only constrains choices made at the outermost level of 
the repetition. We now need a formula that also constrains the choices 
made in inner loops. 
DEFINITION 9.7. The formula F(R) is inductively defined as 
F( R$) = 15 . true, if Srx:=e. 
F(R”,‘) = F(R;,) A (R;, -+ F(R$)), if S= S,; Sz. 
Finally, if S=*[O~=rbi+Si] (nal), then F(R”sf)=((U:=, R,)*+ 
A;= ,(bil F(R$)) A lSFAIR(R,, . . . . R,); i.e., whenever the ith direction 
is taken along an execution sequence of S, Si terminates strongly fair and 
S does not admit infinite strongly fair execution sequences, 
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Observe that R is not a free variable of F. I.e., for every statement S, we 
define a different F(R,). Hence, the F(R) are first-order formulae.‘From 
now on, we fix some first-order ordinal acceptable structure 92. As before 
we are able to define the weakest precondition for strongly fair termination 
sfwp(S, q) for commands S and conditions q. Of course, the only interest- 
ing case is when S is a repetition. This is the subject of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 9.8. Let S c *[ q := 1 bi -+ Si] with n > 1. For every 5 the 
following holds: 
Proof: A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 6.3.4. 
COROLLARY 9.9. Let S z *[ 0 ;=, bj -+ S,]. (n z 1). For every 5: 
Soundness and completeness is established by 
THEOREM 9.10. YJI + [r] S[qlsr iffTh(‘%R) k [r] S[q]. 
Proof: Again, the only non-trivial case is when S = *[ 0 ;= i bi -+ SJ 
with II 2 1 holds. The equivalence is proved by induction on the level of S. 
If S has level 1, i.e., if S has no inner loops, then the theorem follows 
from the results in Sections 7 and 8. Now suppose that S has level k + 1 
(k 2 1) and that the theorem holds for programs S with level 1 satisfying 
IQ k. Assume that ‘W k [r] S[q],, holds. Then 9X k r=, [F(R”,‘) A 
((U:=, R,)* o/\y=, lbi + q)] holds, too. From the definition of F(Rg), it 
follows that 9R + r 3 [(Uy=, R,)* + l”\y= ,(b, I F(R$,))], i.e., for every 
execution sequence of S starting in a state satisfying r, whenever bj holds, 
Si terminates strongly fair (i= 1, . . . . n). For the same reason W /= r I 
-I SFAIR(R, , . . . . R,) holds. So, we may proceed as in Section 7 and 
conclude that Th(!IX) k [r] S[q]. 
The other implication, i.e., Th(!JJI) t-- [r] S[q] implies !JJI k [r] S[q],,, 
should be obvious. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the p-calculus can be used as an assertion-language 
to prove fair termination of do-loops. The notion of fairness considered in 
this paper is that of strong fairness. 
Various rules (Apt et al., 1984; Griimberg et al., 1981; Lehmann et al., 
1981; Manna and Pnueli, 1983) for proving strongly fair termination of 
repetitions have been studied in the literature. All of them have been 
proved to be sound and complete. However, this was done using set theory 
as an assertion-language. One of these rules, Orna’s rule (Griimberg et al., 
1981), is considered in detail in this paper. 
The key result of this paper is the fact that the weakest precondition 
expressing strongly fair termination is definable in the ,u-calculus. This 
result is used in the completeness and soundness proof of the rule. The 
completeness proof required verifying that the weakest precondition for fair 
termination implies the premises of the rule. Here, the ordinals are used to 
define the auxiliary quantities required to apply this rule. We believe that 
these ordinals can be removed, but we have not done this yet. The sound- 
ness proof required to verify that the premises of Orna’s rule imply the 
weakest precondition for fair termination. The LPS-rule (Lehmann et al., 
1981), another rule to prove strongly fair termination of do-loops can be 
shown to be sound and complete in the same manner as Orna’s rule. 
Future work will be carried out to remove the ordinal constants used in 
the completeness proof. Furthermore, we will try to define a predicate in 
the p-calculus which expresses whether a repetition terminates under the 
assumption of all-level, i.e., global fairness (Apt et al., 1984). Future 
research will also be carried out to extend these arguments to more 
complex forms of fairness and to concurrent programs. 
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